The time-domain solution of the wide-angle parabolic equation including the effects of sediment dispersion Michael D. Collins Naval Ocean Research and Development Acrivity. Stennis Space Center. Mississippi 39529 ((Received 8 March 1988 ; accepted for publication 10 August 1988) "the wide-angle time-domain parabolic equation (TDPE) , which is the inverse Fourier transform of the wide-angle parabolic equation (PE) , is derived. A numerical solution for the model is described and a benchmark calculation is presented. The narrow-angle TDPE is also considered and its error is analyzed and compared with the error of the narrow-angle PE. The TDPE is compared with the progressive wave equation, which is shown to be restricted to narrow-angle propagation for practical purposes. In the sediment, attenuation is assumed to depend linearly on frequency and the corresponding causal dispersion law is assumed. The modcl is used to show that the effect of sediment dispersion on pulse propagation in the ocean can be significant. 
INTRODUCTION
has gone into the development of the PWE, perhaps because Time-domain approaches are useful for modeling it is more natural to march a solution of the wave equation in broadband acoustic propagation. For example, suppose that time rather than range. a sequence of snapshots of the acoustic pressure in two spaIn this article, the TDPE is extended to handle widetial variables is desired to study the evolution of a pulse in angle propagation, and an energy argument is presented that time. With frequency-domain approaches to this problem, it shows that the PWE is not useful for wide-angle propagais necessary to: (a) Fourier decompose the source function; tion. A benchmark calculation is presented and the error of (b) solve the propagation problem for each frequency; (c) the narrow-angle TDPE is compared with the error of the store and manage the solution for each frequency; and (d) narrow-angle PE. Sediment attenuation is assumed to deperform a three-way sum over frequency and space for each pend linearly on frequency, which agrees with experimental snapshot. Errors due to approximations and round-off occur results involving various materials and frequencies. I-12 The in steps (a), (b), and (d).
Step (a) requires the selection of a corresponding causal sediment dispersion relation," which frequency spacing and a frequency band.
Step (b) requires has been validated experimentally, 'is also assumed in the the selection of grid spacings for each frequency.
Step (c) sediment. A calculation is presented to demonstrate that can be difficult for broadband problems. Even if step (b) sediment dispersion can have a significant effect on pulse requires less computer time (CPU) than a time-domain calpropagation in the ocean. culation, it is possible that step (d) will offset the advantage. For an analogous problem,' inverting a modal decomposition required several times as much CPU as performing the I. THE FREQUENCY-DOMAIN PARABOLIC EQUATION calculation for each of the modes.
A time-harmonic steady state is assumed and the acousIn shallow water, it is essential for an underwater pulse tic pressure p is factored as p(x,t) = P(x)exp( -tt), propagation model to handle bottom interaction, range-dewhere t is time, x is the Cartesian position vector, and to is the pendence, and wide-angle propagation. Since the ocean is an circular frequency. The complex pressure P is assumed to inhomogeneous waveguide of variable depth, a realistic satisfy the pressure-release boundary condition P = 0 at the propagation model must handle both bottom interaction ocean surface, the outgoing radiation condition at infinity, and range dependence. Benchmark studies 2 indicate that and the reduce. wave equation 4 wide-angle capability is important in underwater acoustic modeling. The parabolic equation' (PE) method is ideally
suited to handle range dependence. With the development of where the point x,, is t he source location. The complex wavewide-angle capability, 4 1 the PE method became the most numberK = k + ior, Ik I isusedtoaccount forsediment loss. useful frequency-domain tool available for bottom-interactAbsolute value is used so that energy loss occurs in the direcing propagation. Two time-domain methods related to the tion of propagation. The wavenun her is k = w1/c, PE method have been developed. The progressive wave a = (40ir log,,, e) ', /i is the attenuati )n in decibels per equation " (PWE) advances the acoustic pressure in time.
wavelength (dB/A), p is the density, and c is the sound The PWE has been extended to handle nonlinear propagaspeed. The variable density term is due to Bergmann. ', tion 7 and bottom interaction." The time-domain parabolic To reduce to two spatial dimensions, we ass~ime that equation" (TDPE) is the inverse Fourier transform of the azimuthal variations are negligible. Since the ocean is a PE. It advances the acoustic pressure in range. More effort waveguide, energy propagating from a source exhibits cylin-drical spreading. Thus it is often beneficial to solve Eq. ( 1) in
cylindrical coordinates with z being the depth below the To simplify Eqs. (10) and (11), we assume that orfl<. For ocean surface and r being the horizontal distance from a the wide-angle operator, we also require that source at the depth zo. Variations in range are assumed to be k 0 ik -ko E in the water. This assumption, which is valsufficiently weak so that dp/dr can be ignored, which simpli- 6(r)6(z-z) . (2) dr 2k, and the wide-angle PE The propagation angle of a ray is defined to be the angle it makes with the ocean surface. We define a, to be the (14) and the numerical method with a benchmark problem" for which data
appear in Table I . Subscripts w and b stand for water and (13) and (14) using a series approximation to obtain the narrow-angle PE operaGaussian PE starter
" appear in Fig. 1 . The results of Eq. tor Replacing the square root with its Pad6 approximation, we z, 99.5 m z, -9Q.5 m C, 1500 m/S obtain the wide-angle PE operator inverse transform of the operator -a/3 t). /c,, by veril'ing it (" )for a single frequency. We rewrite Eq. (14) as
and invert the Fourier transform to obtain the wide-angle
RANGE ( cess; and they are referred to (from left to right) as the refraction term, the attenuation term, and the wide-angle diffraction/density term.
The TDPE can be initialized at r = r,, by the homoge- fies the pressure release boundary condition at the ocean RANGE(km) surface, and it accounts for the direct arrival and the surfacereflected arrival without accounting for refraction, loss, or tion and attenuation are weak and can be neglected near the source. Furthermore, rays that reflect from the ocean bottom near the source propagate at large angles. Thus they are (13) exhibit phase delay errors due to wide-angle propaganot trapped in the oceanic waveguide and do not affect the tion. The results of Eq. (14) agree well with the normal farfield. modes result, which shows that Eq. (14) is a valid wideWe define q(rz,t) by q = r' 2 p and observe that angle PE. All calculations were done on a Digital VAX-8650
II. THE TIME-DOMAIN PARABOLIC EQUATION
We define u by 27
(29). we deduce that u(r,z,t) = q(rz,t + rc,,). 2q-e
Thus u has the values ofq in a reference frame that moves in
We define c,, = o/k,, rewrite Eq. (13) as time and tracks an outgoing signal. In contrast, the PWE du ll4
involves v(r,z,t) = q( r + cot,z.t), where v has the values ofq
in a reference frame that moves in space. dr
To solve the TDPE numerically, the source function and invert the Fourier transform to obtain the narrow-angle f(t) is assumed to have compact support. A time window TDPE tj < t < t, that contains the signal at all times is chosen. This
is possible since the outgoing signal is tracked by the time --CO -c ) t window. The boundary condition u = 0 is used at the pressure release surface, deep within the sediment at z = z,
(from which no energy returns to the water column due to
2 dtdi attenuation), and after the signal has passed the observer at
The integral in Eq. (22) existsastheCauchy principal value. , -t,. The boundary condificns u -du/O310 ,-re used beOne can show that the integral operator in Eq. (22) is the fore the signal is detectcJ at f = ti. We solve the wide-angle T DPE with the alternating di- 2 dp d2u 
which is valid for small propagation angles and small )r. With this conversion, it is easier to describe the snapshots. Substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (34) and interchanging the The solid contours correspond top > 0; the dashed contours order of integration, we obtain correspond to p < 0. = fu(rzt ') In the water column, the field consists of a sequence of ur
Y + (t' -t)-
fronts involving multiple reflections from the ocean surface
The kernel of the integral operator of Eq. (35) is large near and bottom. Since the reflection coefficient at the ocean surt saface is -land the reflection coefficient at the ocean bottom t' =t bcaue i coveres o.5(' -t) s A-O.Thi siguis approximately -I for small-angle incidence, the multilar behavior makes the operator local and thus numerically is roximtel i al-ae incidn the efficient. Since the kernel goes to zero rapidly away from ply reflected arrivals alternale between solid and dashed t' = t, the integration limits can be collapsed to a small intercontours. Energy flows to the left due to geomettic disperval containing t' = t. We approximate the integral over ion. As rime increases, the fronts are squeezed together. (t,,, -At/2, t,, + At/2) by replacing u(rz,t) with Large amounts of energy penetrate into the ocean bottom in u (r,z, t,,) and integrating the kernel exactly to obtain the upslope region. The error of the narrow-angle TDPE is analogous to the u[(r + Ar(,z,, I tan , -t,+ At error of the narrow-angle PE as both involve delays. Distinct r features in the narrow-angle transmission loss curve in Fig. 1 t_ -At1 appear at larger ranges than they should. For example, the -tan -' u(rz,t,,) , large null that occurs before r = 7 km appears well beyond (36) r = 7 km. It is evident from the waveforms appearing in Fig.  3 that energy is dispersed too fast and squeezing is delayed where the time grid points are t. = n At and At is the time for the narrow-angle TDPE. The errors are small for the first increment.
arrivals. However, the agreement gets progressively worse Galerkin's method is used to reduce Eq. (32) to for the later arrivals since the propagation angle increases with arrival time. The agreement improves as wide-angle containing the values of u at the depth grid points. Details regarding the entries of these matrices are discussed in the sin (tot) af (t -t (40) Appendix. Crank-Nicolson integration is used to advance Eq. (37) in range using centered differences in t. Since the where (t = 100r s '. By superposition, the time-harmonic energy flow due to geometric dispersion is from t, to t, it is response p_ is approximated by necessary to sweep from t, to t, We demonstrate the validity ofEqs. (22) and (24) with p,, (r,z,t) y a"p(r,z,t -t "),
a benchmark. ' We use the data from Table II with the Gaussian source function wherep is the response to f Details regarding the constants variable. In the following analysis, it is convenient to define ( 14) as well as Eqs. (22) and (24) using Eq. (41) appear in new independent variables. We introduce 1; =-(I -r)2 Fig. 4 . Phase errors are evident for the narrow-angle TDPE q =r cos di + i sin Ai and 4 = z, which transform Eq. (42) calculation. As for the waveforms in Fig. 3 , the errors deinto crease as wide-angle propagation is cut off. The agreement is good for the wide-angle TIJPE calculation.
(Co (h sl h d q 
Ill. COMPARISON OF THE TDPE AND THE PWE
1 (0' ) q2 d RANGE(km) 2 (50, = -2J.Z d -'.(50)
40
(b) We define the energy E by
. ,
Since dE/Or/< 0 hy Eq (50), we deduce that the wide-angle
60,
/ TDPE is well-posed. A similar argument holds for d < ir/4.
7"
Thus Eq. (47) We define the energy E = F, where
3-7
If F>0 initially, 3E/A77>0 by Eq. (53). Thus the wide-
angle PWE is ill-posed as is Eq. (47) for h > ,r-4. As7 "-To understand why the wide-angle PWE is ill-posed, we As the sign of the third term changes at (b = Tr/4, the canonireplace the initial data at _' = , with the boundary data cal form of Eq. (47) Thus the wide-angle PWE is conservative and well-posed as r 4 t0 a two-point boundary value problem for 0 > ir/4. With these boundary conditions, the PWE counterpart of Eq. (32) can-S 0 -not be solved by sweeping in t making it impractical for numerical calculations.
We now illustrate a problem associated with the fact that the PWE is an initial value problem in time as opposed '1 to range. The maximum range at which Ph may be applied decreases as the source gets closer to the bottom. " Thus ph q = a O0 cannot be used to initialize the field over a wide-range winr10 dow for a deep source. We modify the problem described in Table I by moving the source down to z = 180 m and using t the half-space field 
as an initial condition at r = r. Transmission loss obtained where w,, is a very low reference frequency and c. (w,,) c. with Eq. (14) appears in Fig. 6 for r,, = 50 and 250 m and for Wuenschel showed that the agreement between predicion a Gaussian PE starter. The error for the case r,, = 250 m and observation is excellent if both Re(b) and Im(b) are shows that 9,, is not valid to 250 m. Based on the waveforms imposed and that the agreement is poor if only lm(b) is in Fig. 2 , which are approximately 250 m in width, a window imposed. '' The effect of sediment dispersion on nearfield of this width is reasonable. Thus it would be difficult to conacoustic propagation in the ocean has been studied experistruct an initial field for the PWE for this problem. Since the mentally, 22 and distortions attributed to sediment dispersion agreement is good for r,, = 50 m, the TDPE can handle this were observed in signals received in the sediment. In this problem using ph as an initial condition at r, = 50 m.
article, we are interested in the farfield effects of sediment dispersion on signals received in the water column.
IV. DISPERSIVE SEDIMENTS
Adding the dispersive term from Eq. (57) (58), we obtain the Experimental studies involving various materials and wide-angle TDPE with dispersion: frequencies have determined that Im (b) depends linearly on . In a theoretical study, ' Futterman showed (59) principle of causality and that the following relation between phase velocity c. and frequency holds:
where M is the attenuation/dispersion operator. I he equa- For t,,, -At /2 < t' < t,,, + At /2, we approximate 1590 -u(r,zt') with u(r,z,t,, , ) -u(r,z,t,,, ,) u(r,zAt')tu(r,z,t,, + 1570 ) 2u(r,z,t) + u(r,z,t,,, 
(64) Substituting Eq. (64) 
2(ArY'
We let c -1520 m/s. c,, =1500 m/s. 13 0.5 dB/,,
--27-s '. Ar = 2 m, and At = 1/3 ms. The phase and 7 J!1) 2 group velocities appear in Fig. 7 . It is easy to show from Eq.
(57) that the difference between the phase and group veloc-, t(lo , j ities is nearly constant over a wide frequency band. The con- Table III z" = loom CPU =3.9 h sis. We observe that the shape of the dispersed wave is distorted. The agreement between the exact and numerical so-
lutions is good. RELATIV 'E TIME(rus) To demonstrate the effect of sediment dispersion on
pulses, we consider the problem described in Table IV For comparison, we consider the case with the frequency-independent sediment sound speed c(z) + 40 rn/s, a sound-speed profile that was assumed in an experimental study. 2 The source is Gaussian with %,v 300 s '. Contour plots for the solution of Eqs. (24) and (59) appear in Fig. 9 .
We see from the waveforms in Fig. 10 , which is qualitatively similar to Fig. 3 
APPENDIX: DEPTH DISCRETIZATION WITH GALERKIN'S METHOD
Galerkin's method with linear test functions is applied to discretize depth dependence. We use the approach used in 
120
Galerkin's method is used to discretize depth dependence in RELATIVE TIME(ms) Eq. (17) 
+ 4,(A5)
Being the inverse Fourier transform ofthe PE, the wide-6
angle TDPE is analytically equivalent to the wide-angle PE.
3d O L
Like the wide-angle PE, the wide-angle TDPE is accurate dz (9z : and efficient and easily handles range-dependent propaga-(20, -0, -0, tion. Since the TDPE is an initial value problem in range, it is -2 (Az) easy to construct an accurate initial field for the TDPE. The (0, 0,) U, 4 0, 0, U, TDPE handles sediment dispersion, which can have a signif-+ icant effect on water-borne signals. The TDPE can be initia-2 (Az)-A lized with the homogenous half-space field, which is accu-(A6) rate and easy to construct. The numerical solution of the The entries of the matrices .4, B, and Care also derived from wide-angle TDPE involves the method of alternating directhe above difference formulas. lions as well as several other .,tandard numerical methods.
